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impact of communard feminist socialisms far beyond the 1871
insurrection. Examining the period from the early 1860s through that
century's end, Carolyn J. Eichner investigates how radical women
developed critiques of gender, class, and religious hierarchies in the
immediate pre-Commune era, how these ideologies emerged as a
plurality of feminist socialisms within the revolution, and how these
varied politics subsequently affected fin-de-siecle gender and class
relations. She focuses on three distinctly dissimilar revolutionary women
leaders who exemplify multiple competing and complementary feminist
socialisms: Andre Leo, Elisabeth Dmitrieff, and Paule Mink. Leo
theorized and educated through journalism and fiction, Dmitrieff
organized institutional power for working-class women, and Mink
agitated crowds to create an egalitarian socialist world. Each woman
forged her own path to gender equality and social justice.
Massacre Oct 31 2022 The Paris Commune lasted for only 64 days in
1871, but during that short time it gave rise to some of the grandest
political dreams of the nineteenth century—before culminating in horrific
violence. Following the disastrous French defeat in the Franco-Prussian
War, hungry and politically disenchanted Parisians took up arms against
their government in the name of a more just society. They expelled
loyalists and soldiers and erected barricades in the streets. In Massacre,
John Merriman introduces a cast of inimitable Communards—from les
pétroleuses (female incendiaries) to the painter Gustave Courbet—whose
idealism fueled a revolution. And he vividly recreates the Commune’s
chaotic and bloody end when 30,000 troops stormed the city, burning
half of Paris and executing captured Communards en masse. A stirring
evocation of the spring when Paris was ablaze with cannon fire and its
citizens were their own masters, Massacre reveals how the indomitable
spirit of the Commune shook the very foundations of Europe.
HIST OF THE COMMUNE OF 1871 Oct 26 2019
The Proletarian Revolt Nov 07 2020
The Paris Commune 1871 Mar 24 2022 The Paris Commune was the
biggest and last popular revolution in western Europe - ending the cycle
of revolutions that started in 1789. The Parisians, reeling from defeat in
the Franco-Prussian War set up their own revolutionary administration.
Government troops eventually retook the city and took a terrible
revenge: thousands died in the bloodbath that followed. The short-lived
Commune and its repression cast a long shadow. It exposed deep
divisions in French society and became a potent inspiration for the
radical left. This stirring new study written with great zest, and a vivid
sense of time and place lets the reader experience these tumultuous
events at first hand and provides a comprehensive synthesis of recent
research in both French and English.
A Short History of the Paris Commune Jun 14 2021
Communal Luxury Nov 19 2021 Reclaiming the legacy of the Paris
Commune for the twenty-first century Kristin Ross’s highly acclaimed
work on the thought and culture of the Communard uprising of 1871
resonates with the motivations and actions of contemporary protest,

The Social Implications of the Rise and Fall of the Paris
Commune: 1789 to 1794 Nov 27 2019
The Civil War in France Apr 24 2022
The Communards of Paris, 1871 Sep 25 2019 The spirit of an event
consecrated in anarchist legend is captured in these documents. The
seventy-three-day Paris Commune of 1871, the largest urban
insurrection in modern history, was a prelude to the revolutions of this
century. Eyewitness reports, accounts of participants, and archival
documents are used by the author to illustrate the many facets of a
revolution that was unplanned, unguided and formless. [Book jacket].
Voices of the Paris Commune Jan 28 2020 The Paris Commune of 1871,
the first instance of a working-class seizure of power, has been subject to
countless interpretations; reviled by its enemies as a murderous
bacchanalia of the unwashed while praised by supporters as an exemplar
of proletarian anarchism in action. As both a successful model to be
imitated and as a devastating failure to be avoided. All of the
interpretations are tendentious. Historians view the working class’s
three-month rule through their own prism, distant in time and space.
Voices of the Paris Commune takes a different tack. In this book only
those who were present in the spring of 1871, who lived through and
participated in the Commune, are heard. The Paris Commune had a
vibrant press, and it is represented here by its most important
newspaper, Le Cri du Peuple, edited by Jules Vallès, member of the First
International. Like any legitimate government, the Paris Commune held
parliamentary sessions and issued daily printed reports of the heated,
contentious deliberations that belie any accusation of dictatorship.
Included in this collection is the transcript of the debate in the
Commune, just days before its final defeat, on the establishing of a
Committee of Public Safety and on the fate of the hostages held by the
Commune, hostages who would ultimately be killed. Finally, Voices of the
Paris Commune contains a selection from the inquiry carried out twenty
years after the event by the intellectual review La Revue Blanche, asking
participants to judge the successes and failures of the Paris Commune.
This section provides a fascinating range of opinions of this epochal
event.
Paris and the Commune, 1871-78 Sep 17 2021 Colette Wilson writes
clearly and authoritatively and her original, scholarly and beautifully
illustrated book makes a strong contribution to our understanding of the
Paris Commune, its aftermath in the early years of the Third Republic
and French cultural memory overall
Revolutionary Thought after the Paris Commune, 1871-1885 Aug
24 2019 The first comprehensive account of revolutionary and socialist
thought after the 1871 Paris Commune, France's last nineteenth-century
revolution.
Surmounting the Barricades Dec 09 2020 This book vividly evokes
radical women's integral roles within France's revolutionary civil war
known as the Paris Commune. It demonstrates the breadth, depth, and
history-of-the-paris-commune-of-1871
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which has found its most powerful expression in the reclamation of
public space. Today’s concerns—internationalism, education, the future
of labor, the status of art, and ecological theory and practice—frame and
inform her carefully researched restaging of the words and actions of
individual Communards. This original analysis of an event and its
centrifugal effects brings to life the workers in Paris who became
revolutionaries, the significance they attributed to their struggle, and the
elaboration and continuation of their thought in the encounters that
transpired between the insurrection’s survivors and supporters like
Marx, Kropotkin, and William Morris. The Paris Commune was a
laboratory of political invention, important simply and above all for, as
Marx reminds us, its own “working existence.” Communal Luxury allows
readers to revisit the intricate workings of an extraordinary experiment.
The Paris Commune of 1871 Sep 29 2022 Originally published in the
1930s this is a fascinating examination, using documents and eye-witness
accounts, of the famous Paris Commune. Contents include: The End of
An Empire; The Government of National Defence; The National
Assembly; The Eighteenth of March; The Government of Monsieur Assi;
The Commune War; Cluseret Rossel Delescluze; Last Days of the
Commune; The Battle of Paris; The End The Restoration of Order; The
Commune At Work. Many of these earliest books, particularly those
dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.
The Paris Commune Aug 05 2020 During the week of 21-28 May 1871,
between 20, 000 and 30, 000 Parisians were killed in the repression of
the Paris Commune; a ten-week revolution that followed the conclusion
of the Franco-Prussian War. As evidenced by the brutal reaction against
it, and its relative absence from the French historical memory, the
Commune has been surrounded by controversy since its advent. David A.
Shafer examines the emergence of the Commune out of a political
culture influenced by both the traditions bequeathed to the nineteenth
century by the French Revolution and contemporary events,
circumstances and ideas. This essential guide provides readers with a
survey of the Commune's foundations and its narrative history, as well as
an assessment of the evolution of its historiography and topics which
have rendered the Commune vital to an understanding of the concept of
revolution.
Paris Babylon Jul 24 2019 Explaining how and why the revolutionary
conflagration occurred, the Franco-Prussian War, and life in 1869 in
Paris--a city obsessed with sex and money--an examination of the Paris
Commune draws on various sources to evoke dramatic episodes of
history.
The Paris Commune Mar 12 2021
History of the Paris Commune of 1871 Jul 28 2022 The classic history
of the Paris Commune In 1871, the working class of Paris, incensed by
their lack of political power and tired of beingexploited, seized control of
the capital. This book is the outstanding history of the Commune,
theheroic battles fought in its defence, and the bloody massacre that
ended the uprising. Its author,Lissagaray, was a young journalist who not
only saw the events recounted here first-hand, butfought for the
Commune on the barricades. He spent the next twenty-five years
researching andwriting this history, which refutes the slanders levelled
at the Communards by the ruling classesand is a vivid and valuable study
in urban political revolution, one that retains its power to inspireto this
day. This revised edition includes a foreword by the writer and publisher
Eric Hazan.
The Paris Commune Aug 29 2022 This comprehensive history--based in
primary source accounts--of worker's control in Paris considers historic
and contemporary debates on the Commune's legacy
Rabble! May 14 2021 1870.17-year-old apprentice bookbinder Étienne
Bonin travels from revolutionary Lyon to even more revolutionary Paris
seeking excitement and professional opportunity. By the spring of 1871
he is deeply committed to the insurrection for workers’ power, to a new
lover — Rose Durand, 16-year-old coworker and budding feminist from
Belleville—and to his new comrades. Together they experience festive
celebrations, institutional innovations, military disasters and the final
“week of blood.” Étienne and Rose’s coming of age in the midst of a
revolution is also the story of the growth of a powerful working-class
movement. The tradesmen and women involved in creating and
defending the Paris Commune of 1871were not just bookbinders, but also
bronze workers, tin smiths, shoemakers, typographers, printers,
laundresses, clothing and textile workers, carpenters and many others.
“Rabble” is the closest English equivalent to "canaille", the way the
history-of-the-paris-commune-of-1871

privileged classes described the rough and ready workers who had
seized the city and were remaking it as a bastion of liberty, equality and
fraternity. Those tradesmen and women managed to create the first selfgoverning, proto-communist society in the modern world, in what was
the most advanced capitalist city of its age. They then had to defend it
against massive bombardment and attacks, which would finally
annihilate the Commune but not its ideals. These would be reborn in
revolutions from 1917, and to our present day.
Organizing Independence Apr 12 2021 One need only remember the role
of Jacques Louis David in the French Revolution of 1789 and the quasiofficial status of art in French national history to understand the
prominence of art and artists in the Fädäration des Artistes of the Paris
Commune of 1871. Focusing on artists' political activities rather than
their artistic efforts, Gonzalo J. S¾nchez Jr. examines the artists'
assembly formed in the Commune, recounts the program and activities of
the group and its members, and charts their fate after the fall of the
Commune and during the ensuing repression of the Communards. ø
Departing from the tradition established by Karl Marx, which views the
Commune as a precursor of revolutionary socialism, the author portrays
the artists' federation as a complex mixture of conservative and reformist
elements, situated at a historical crossroads. These artists?including
Gustave Courbet, Jules Häreau, Edouard Lockroy, Jules Dalou, and Läon
and August Ottins?were part of a tradition of artists' assemblies dating to
1789 even as they argued for radical change in artists' social status and
autonomy. Many of the reforms they advocated were realized during the
Third Republic, making the federation a social and political, if not an
aesthetic, precursor of modernism.
The History of the Paris Commune of 1871 ... Jun 26 2022
Surmounting the Barricades Jul 04 2020 This book vividly evokes
radical women's integral roles within France's revolutionary civil war
known as the Paris Commune. It demonstrates the breadth, depth, and
impact of communard feminist socialisms far beyond the 1871
insurrection. Examining the period from the early 1860s through that
century's end, Carolyn J. Eichner investigates how radical women
developed critiques of gender, class, and religious hierarchies in the
immediate pre-Commune era, how these ideologies emerged as a
plurality of feminist socialisms within the revolution, and how these
varied politics subsequently affected fin-de-siÃ ̈cle gender and class
relations. She focuses on three distinctly dissimilar revolutionary women
leaders who exemplify multiple competing and complementary feminist
socialisms: Andre Leo, Elisabeth Dmitrieff, and Paule Mink. Leo
theorized and educated through journalism and fiction, Dmitrieff
organized institutional power for working-class women, and Mink
agitated crowds to create an egalitarian socialist world. Each woman
forged her own path to gender equality and social justice.
PROLETARIAN REVOLT A HIST OF T Jun 22 2019
Literature and Revolution Dec 21 2021 Between March and May 1871,
the Parisian Communards fought for a revolutionary alternative to the
status quo grounded in a vision of internationalism, radical democracy
and economic justice for the working masses that cut across national
borders. The eventual defeat and bloody suppression of the Commune
resonated far beyond Paris. In Britain, the Commune provoked
widespread and fierce condemnation, while its defenders constituted a
small, but vocal, minority. The Commune evoked long-standing fears
about the continental ‘spectre’ of revolution, not least because the
Communards’ seizure of power represented an embryonic alternative to
the bourgeois social order. This book examines how a heterogeneous
group of authors in Britain responded to the Commune. In doing so, it
provides the first full-length critical study of the reception and
representation of the Commune in Britain during the closing decades of
the nineteenth century, showing how discussions of the Commune
functioned as a screen to project hope and fear, serving as a warning for
some and an example to others. Writers considered in the book include
John Ruskin, Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Eliza Lynn Linton, Mary Elizabeth
Braddon, Anne Thackeray Ritchie, Margaret Oliphant, George Gissing,
Henry James, William Morris, Alfred Austin and H.G. Wells. As the book
shows, many, but not all, of these writers responded to the Commune
with literary strategies that sought to stabilize bourgeois subjectivity in
the wake of the traumatic shock of a revolutionary event. The book
extends critical understanding of the Commune’s cultural afterlives and
explores the relationship between literature and revolution.
The Paris Commune, 1871 Jul 16 2021 "The Paris Commune or Fourth
French Revolution (French: La Commune de Paris, IPA: [la kmyn d pai])
was a government that briefly ruled Paris from March 18 (more formally,
from March 28) to May 28, 1871. In a formal sense, it acted as the local
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authority, the city council (in French, the "commune"), which exercised
power in Paris for two months in the spring of 1871."--Wikipedia.
The Paris Commune in French Politics, 1871-1880 Dec 29 2019
Communards Aug 17 2021 Communards: The Story of the Paris
Commune of 1871, As Told by those Who Fought for It. Texts selected,
edited, and translated by Mitchell Abidor. Published by Marxists Internet
Archive Publications, 2010. In this unique collection of texts translated
into English for the first time, we hear the genuine voices of the Paris
Commune of 1871. Every Communard drew something different from the
experience of the Commune, and "Communards" allows all of them to
have their say. "If socialism wasn't born of the Commune, it is from the
Commune that dates that portion of international revolution that no
longer wants to give battle in a city in order to be surrounded and
crushed, but which instead wants, at the head of the proletarians of each
and every country, to attack national and international reaction and put
an end to the capitalist regime." - Edouard Vaillant, a member of the
Paris Commune. Documents include the records of stormy meetings of
the Commune deciding on the execution of hostages, minutes of
meetings of the First International throughout the siege as well as
reminiscences of participants written down 25 years after the event.
Much of this would be new to French-speakers; it is all new for those
who do not normally read in the French language. No history of the
Commune may be written in the future without reference to
"Communards." Communards is available only through Erythros Press
and Media and proceeds go towards the operations of the Marxists
Internet Archive.
Primitivism, the Paris Commune of 1871 and the Making of
Nineteenth-century French National Identity Oct 07 2020
The Paris Commune Oct 19 2021 The Paris Commune, France's
revolutionary civil war, rocked the nineteenth century and shaped the
twentieth. A pivotal moment in history, it is the linchpin between
revolutionary pasts and futures and as the crucible allowing alternate
possibilities. Upending hierarchies, the Commune became a touchstone
for subsequent revolutionary and radical social movements.
The Paris Commune of 1871 Feb 08 2021
Soldiers of Revolution Sep 05 2020 How war gave birth to revolution
in the 19th century The Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 introduced new
military technologies, transformed the organization of armies, and upset
the continental balance of power, promulgating new regimented ideas of
nationhood and conflict resolution more widely. However, the mass
armies that became a new standard required mass mobilization and the
arming of working people, who exercised a new power through both a
German social democracy and popular insurgent French movements. As
in the Russian Revolution of 1917, the Paris Commune of 1871 grew
directly from the discontent among radicalized soldiers and civilians
pressed into armed service on behalf of institutions they learned to
mistrust. If this militarized class conflict, the brutality of the Commune's
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subsequent repression not only butchered the tens of thousands of
Parisians but slaughtered an old utopian faith that appeals to reason and
morality could resolve social tensions. War among nations became linked
to revolution and revolution to armed struggle.
The Paris Commune 1871 May 26 2022 The Paris Commune was the
biggest and last popular revolution in western Europe - ending the cycle
of revolutions that started in 1789. The Parisians, reeling from defeat in
the Franco-Prussian War set up their own revolutionary administration.
Government troops eventually retook the city and took a terrible
revenge: thousands died in the bloodbath that followed. The short-lived
Commune and its repression cast a long shadow. It exposed deep
divisions in French society and became a potent inspiration for the
radical left. This stirring new study written with great zest, and a vivid
sense of time and place lets the reader experience these tumultuous
events at first hand and provides a comprehensive synthesis of recent
research in both French and English.
The Terrible Year Feb 29 2020 "The Paris Commune or Fourth French
Revolution (French: La Commune de Paris, IPA: [la kmyn d pai]) was a
government that briefly ruled Paris from March 18 (more formally, from
March 28) to May 28, 1871. In a formal sense, it acted as the local
authority, the city council (in French, the "commune"), which exercised
power in Paris for two months in the spring of 1871."--Wikipedia.
The Paris Commune Jan 10 2021
The Fall of Paris May 02 2020 Opening with the military preparations
before Paris was besieged by the invading German army in September
1870, Alistair Horne's compelling account of this dramatic episode takes
the reader through the fall of Paris and German victory to the last days of
the Paris Commune in May Week 1871.
Writings on the Paris Commune Mar 31 2020
The Rise and Fall of the Paris Commune in 1871 Jan 22 2022
Unruly Women of Paris Jun 02 2020 The petroleuse is the most
notorious figure to emerge from the Commune, but the literature depicts
the Communardes in other guises, too: the innocent victim, the
scandalous orator, the amazon warrior, and the ministering angel among
others.
The History of the Paris Commune of 1871 Feb 20 2022 In 1871, the
working class of Paris, incensed by their lack of political power and tired
of beingexploited, seized control of the capital. This book is the
outstanding history of the Commune, theheroic battles fought in its
defence, and the bloody massacre that ended the uprising. Its
author,Lissagaray, was a young journalist who not only saw the events
recounted here first-hand, butfought for the Commune on the barricades.
He spent the next twenty-five years researching andwriting this history,
which refutes the slanders levelled at the Communards by the ruling
classesand is a vivid and valuable study in urban political revolution, one
that retains its power to inspireto this day. This revised edition,
translated by Eleanor Marx, includes a foreword by the writer and
publisher Eric Hazan.
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